Crystalline and Polycrystalline Silicon PV Technology
• Crystalline silicon PV cells are used in the largest quantity of all types of panels on the
market, representing about 90% of the world total PV cell production in 2008.
• The highest energy conversion efficiency reported so far for research crystalline silicon
PV cells is 25%.
• Standard industrial cells are limited to 15–18% with the exception of certain high‐
efficiency cells capable of efficiencies greater than 20%.
• High‐efficiency research PV cells have advantages in performance but are often
unsuitable for low‐cost production due to their complex structures and the lengthy
manufacturing processes required for fabrication.
• World annual production of PV cells reached more than 7.9 GWp in 2008 (10.6 GWp in
2009), and the average annual growth rate in PV cell production over the last decade
has been more than 40%.
• Yet the electrical power generated by all PV systems around the world is less than 0.1%
of the total world electricity generation
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Typical mono‐ and polycrystalline silicon solar cells (upper), and simplified cross‐
section of a commercial monocrystalline silicon solar cell (lower) (© 2010 Sharp).
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Production of “Standard” Silicon PV Cells
Standard cells are produced using one monocrystalline and polycrystalline boron‐doped
p‐type silicon substrates. Cells are typically 125 mm (5 inches) or 156 mm (6 inches)
square, respectively.
Monocrystalline solar cells are produced from pseudo‐square silicon wafer substrates cut
from column ingots grown by the Czochralski (CZ) process.
Polycrystalline cells, on the other hand, are made from square silicon substrates cut from
polycrystalline ingots grown in quartz crucibles. The front surface of the cell is covered
with micrometer‐sized pyramid structures (textured surface) to reduce reflection loss of
incident
d
light.
l h
An anti‐reflection coating (ARC) of silicon nitride (SiNx) or titanium oxide (TiOx) is
overlayed
y on the textured silicon surface to further reduce reflection loss.
A highly phosphorous doped n+ region is produced on the front surface of boron‐doped
p‐type substrates to form p–n junctions.
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The value chain for crystalline silicon solar cells and modules is longer
than that for thin‐film solar cells.
There are generally three industries related to crystalline silicon solar cell and
module production:
(1) metallurgical and chemical plants for raw material silicon production,
(2) monocrystalline and polycrystalline ingot fabrication and wafer fabrication
by multi‐wire saw, and
(3) solar cell and module production.
The cost of PV production is roughly divided in half between solar cell module
production and balance‐of‐system
balance of system fabrication
fabrication, which includes the inverter
inverter,
cables and installation.
The fabrication cost for solar cell modules includes the cost of the silicon
substrate
b
(50%) cellll processing
(50%),
i (20%) and
d module
d l processing
i (30%).
(30%)
The cost share is therefore strongly affected by the market price for poly‐silicon
feedstock,, and reducingg the cost of the silicon substrate remains one of the
most important issues in the PV industry.
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From quartz rock to hyper‐pure poly Si (99.999999999%)
Hemlock Semiconductor
Group (HSC) manufactures high‐
purityy p
p
polyy Si feedstock for the
manufacture of solar and
semiconductor products. HSC’s
manufacturing uses
t i hl
trichlorosilane,
il
which
hi h iis
converted to polysilicon in a
chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
reactor emplying an U‐rod. All
chemicals are captured and
recycled.
Impurities are 1 part in 1011,
“intrinsic” (i.e. impurity) dopant
concentration of ~1012 cc‐1, or
1 ppt (i.e. 1 part per trillion)

http://www.hscpoly.com/content/hsc_prod/manufacturing_overview.aspx

Hemlock Semiconductor Group

 Owned by Dow Corning Corporation
(63.25%), Shin‐Etsu Handotai (24.5%), and
Mitsubishi Materials Corporation (12.25%)
(12 25%)
 Began operation in 1961 in Hemlock,
Michigan
 Leading world supplier of high purity poly‐
crystalline silicon to the semiconductor
and solar industries
 Currently completing several major
expansions in Michigan and Tennessee
 36,000 metric ton capacity by 2010

http://www.hscpoly.com/content/hsc_home/default.aspx?bhcp=1
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Poly Si shortage in mid 2000s….

The Float‐Zone and Czochralski Crystal Growth Processes

W. Zulehner, Wacker Siltronic AG
http://www.tf.uni‐kiel.de/matwis/amat/elmat_en/articles/historic_review_cryst_growt.pdf

Thin Film Manufacturing Sequence
Potentially simpler and cheaper, monolithic and flexible
Courtesy of Brian Keyes, NREL
Crystalline Silicon Modules

Thin Film Modules

45 ‐ 60% yield of Si

Ref: ‘Overview and Challenges of Thin Film Solar Electric Technologies’, Harin S. Ullal, Ph.D., NREL 2008

Thin‐Films Use Less SC Material
Courtesy of Brian Keyes, NREL

Amount of material needed for 1 kW output (more area for less efficiency).

Typical mono‐ and polycrystalline silicon solar cells (upper), and simplified cross‐
section of a commercial monocrystalline silicon solar cell (lower) (© 2010 Sharp).
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Production of “Standard” Silicon PV Cells (cont.)
Back‐surface p+ field (BSF) regions are formed on the back surface to suppress
recombination of minority carriers. The BSF regions are usually formed by firing screen‐
printed aluminum paste in a belt furnace.
furnace
The minority carriers (electrons) generated in the silicon bulk and diffusion layers are
collected by silver contacts (electrodes) formed as gridlines connected by a busbar to
form a comb‐shaped structure.
The back contact is usually an aluminum layer which is connected the adjacent cell via
soldered copper or printer silver interconnects.
The front contact is formed using screen‐printed silver paste applied on top of the ARC
layer, with “fire through” technology, which also produces the BSF
The screen‐printed front silver contact prepared by firing to penetrate the ARC is one of
the most important techniques for large‐volume fabrication of modern cr Si cells.
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Metallization‐firing of Si solar cells
Simple to perform, but it involves a complex synergism of many mechanisms:
(1) dissolution of (SiN:H) antireflection coating by the constituents of the Ag ink,
followed by Si‐Ag interactions at the front contact;
( )d
(2)
diffusion
ff
off hydrogen
h d
from
f
the
h interface
f
into the
h bulk
b lk off the
h cellll for
f impurity and
d
defect passivation; and
(3) alloying of the back Al contact to form a back‐surface field (BSF).

Sopori et al.

Surface recombination can have a major impact both on the short‐circuit current and
on the open‐circuit voltage. High recombination rates at the top surface particularly
impact JSC since the top surface generates a high concentration of carriers.
carriers Lowering
the high top surface recombination is typically accomplished by reducing the number
of dangling silicon bonds at the top surface by growing a "passivating" layer (usually
silicon dioxide) on the top surface. Recombination at the back surface become
inreassingly important for thin cells with long minority carrier lifetimes.

animation BSF

http://pvcdrom.pveducation.org/DESIGN/SURF_MIN.HTM

The industrial ggoal for PV p
power is to reduce the electricityy ggeneration cost to
the equivalent of that for commercial grid electricity. The energy conversion
efficiency of solar cells is another important issue because the efficiency
influences the entire value‐chain cost of the PV system, from material
production to system
p
y
installation.
The solar cell efficiency is limited by the three loss mechanisms:
•
•
•

photon losses due to surface reflection, silicon bulk transmission and back
contact absorption;
minority carrier (electrons in the region and holes in the n region) loss due
to recombination in the silicon bulk and at the surface; and
heating joule loss due to series resistance in the gridlines and busbars, at
the interface between the contact and silicon, and in the silicon bulk and
diffusion region.

In the design of solar cells and processes, these losses are minimized without
lowering the productivity of the solar cells.
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The basic cell structure used in current industrial crystalline solar cells were
developed for space and terrestrial use in the 1970s:
1970s
•
•
•
•
•
•

lightly doped n+ layer (0.2–0.3 μm) for better blue‐wavelength response
a BSF formed by a p/p+ low/high junction on the rear side of the cell
a random pyramid‐structured light‐trapping surface
an ARC optimized with respect to the refractive index of the glue used to
adhere to it.
The efficiency of monocrystalline cells for space use is in the range of 14–
16% under ‘1 sun’ AM0 test conditions, equivalent to 15–17% at AM1.5.
These standard structures for crystalline silicon cells are still used in
standard industrial crystalline cells
cells, which offer efficiencies in the range of
14–17%.
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The key technologies needed to realize efficiencies of higher
than 20% were developed in the 1980s and
’90s, and the latest high‐efficiency crystalline silicon cells
possess most of these features (Table 1).
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Passivated Emitter Rear Localized (PERL) cell:

A research cell
Front and rear surface passivation, inverted‐pyramid light‐trapping surface, a rear localized p+
layer (BSF), a double‐layer ARC, p‐type float zone monocrystalline substrate. The bulk minority
carrier lifetime > 1 ms.
ms Voc= 706 mV,
mV JSC = 42
42.7
7 mAcm–22, FF = 0
0.828
828 and η = 25.0%
25 0% for a 4 cm2
cell [4]. JSC is close to limit for absorption/collection in the emitter and base. η= 24.7% was
reported almost 10 years ago, and record of 25.0% (University of New South Wales ‐ UNSW)
in 2009 was from remeasurement of the same cell. Full PERL design is not easy to apply to
low‐cost industrial production because of the necessity for multiple photolithography steps.
Expensive silicon PV cells for space applications have a similar structure to the PERL cell.
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www.nrel.gov

Heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) cell:

Unique heterojunction structure developed for manufacturing has thin amorphous p‐
y and intrinsic amorphous
p
layers
y on the front and rear surfaces of a CZ n‐
and n‐ layers
type monocrystalline‐silicon substrate. Best output parameters are Voc = 729 mV, JSC
=39.5 mA‐cm–2, FF = 0.800, and η = 23.0% for a large 100.4 cm2 cell. Voc is improved
by large bandgap of the front amorphous silicon layer and the high interface quality
between the a‐Si
a Si and x‐Si
x Si substrate
substrate. Low temperature coefficient of 0.30%
0 30% K–11 at Pmax
is advantage (~0.45% K–1 for other x‐Si cells). TCO ARC reduces sheet resistivity of
front a‐Si layers. Lower Jsc in comparison to other high‐efficiency Si cells due to
weaker blue response. Generation/collection in the front a‐Si layers and bulk Si is
lower due by the effects of the lower transparency of the TCO layer compared to other
ARCs and/or the lower internal quantum efficiency of the amorphous layers.
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Back Contact Back Junction (BC‐BJ) cell:

IInterdigitated
di i
d n‐ and
d p‐doped
d
d regions
i
and
d n and
d p contacts on the
h back
b k surface.
f
Original
Oi i l
BC‐BJ cell, called the FSF cell or interdigitated back contact (IBC) cell developed for space
PV in late 1970s. The BC‐BJ‐structured point contact (PC) cell developed by Stanford
Universityy in the 1980s had η > than 20%. SunPower made BC‐BJ cells for unmanned
aircraft and solar race cars in the 1990s, followed by large‐scale PV plants in 2000s. Best
efficiency for a large‐area industrial BC‐BJ cell is 23.4%. The BC‐BJ cell has front and rear
surface passivation layers, a random‐pyramid light‐trapping surface, FSF, interdigitated n‐
and p‐doped
p doped regions on the back surface
surface, n and p contact gridlines on n‐
n and p‐doped
p doped
regions, a single‐layer ARC and CZ n‐type single‐crystalline silicon substrate with a minority
carrier lifetime > 1 ms. Of all silicon PV modules on market at this time, only those
based on BC‐BJ cells provide the possibility of module efficiencies exceeding 20%. BC‐BJ
cells have no gridlines or busbars shading, a front surface with good passivation and
improved ascetics due to the absence of front electrodes, which permits freedom in the
design of back contacts.
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57 K panels, 100 acres, 10 MW, largest in
the world when completed in 2004

Freedom in design of back contact also
provides advantages in module assembly,
allowing
ll i the
h simultaneous
i l
interconnection
i
i
of all cells on a flexible printed circuit. The
low series resistance of
yp of
interconnection formed byy this type
surface‐mount technology results in a high
FF of 0.800, compared
with around 0.75 for standard silicon PV
cell modules.
modules
http://us.sunpowercorp.com/downloads/success‐stories/utility/SPWRBavaria_CS_0808.pdf

Emitter Wrap
p Though
g and Metal Wrap
p Through
g Cells
•

Schematics of back‐contact solar cell structures. (a) MWT. Adapted from Ref. 26 (© 2008 WIP Munich). (b) EWT. Adapted from Ref. 25 (© 2008 IEEE).
All figures reproduced with permission.
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Reducing the amount of Si in the cell, by reducing the silicon
wafer
f thickness
thi k
b Sharp
by
Sh
(© 2010 Sh
Sharp))

Edge Defined Growth and Lateral pulling

T. Cizsek, http://www.siliconsultant.com/SIribbonGr.htm

